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ABSTRACT

A surveillance system having a monitor, a camera connected
to the monitor by a camera cable, an event recorder connected to the monitor by a recorder cable, and an activation
unit connected to the camera by an activation unit cable. The
monitor receives power through a power cable. A power
supply in the monitor supplies power to the camera and the
activation unit receives power from the camera. The power
supply of the monitor also provides power to the event
recorder. The monitor displays video and audio signals from
the camera. When the activation unit detects a condition for
which the surveillance system is to record, the activation
unit sends an activation signal through the activation unit
cable, camera, and camera cable to the monitor. A processor
in the monitor sends a command to the event recorder over
the recorder cable to record the video and audio signals
generated by the camera, which are also sent to the event
recorder over the recorder cable.
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plurality of television cameras to said event recorder, means
for delivering an activation signal from one of said plurality
of activation units to one of said plurality of television
cameras, processor means for receiving said activation sigBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
nal from said one of said plurality of television cameras and
1. Field of the Invention
causing said television monitor to display said surveillance
signals from said one of said television cameras, and causing
This invention relates to surveillance equipment and,
said event recorder to record the surveillance signals from
more particularly, to a remote activated surveillance syssaid one of said television cameras.
tems.
10
In yet another aspect, the present invention is a method of
2. History of the Prior Art
powering a surveillance system comprising the steps of
It is known in the art that surveillance systems can include
providing electrical power to a monitor from a power source,
items such as cameras, monitors, and VCR/event recorders.
providing electrical power to an event recorder from said
It is also known in the art to use an activation device such
monitor, providing electrical power to a camera from said
as an infrared detector in such systems. However, in the prior
art these individual components of a surveillance system 15 monitor, and providing electrical power to an activation unit
from said camera.
typically receive power from separate sources.
Requiring the separate components of a surveillance
system to receive power from separate power sources places
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
additional requirements on the system. For example, if the
20
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of
recorder, monitor, camera, and activation device all receive
the present invention having a monitor, a camera, an event
power from different sources, each of these individual
recorder, and an activation unit;
components must have separate power cables for receiving
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an alternate preferred
power from the separate power sources, and separate power
embodiment ofthe present invention having the camera and
supplies for converting that power source to a form usable
25
the activation unit incorporated into a single unit and
by the individual component.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of another alternate preferred
Requiring the separate components of a surveillance
embodiment of the present invention having an activation
system to receive power from separate power sources also
unit which uses a trickle charged battery for powering
complicates the installation of the surveillance system. For
example, if the recorder, monitor, camera, and activation 30 auxiliary devices.
device all receive power from different oudets in a house, for
example, the installer must be sure to plug each of those
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
various separate components into the separate wall operative
Referring first to HG. 1, there is shown a block diagram
sockets.
It would be an advantage therefore to provide a surveil- 35 of a preferred embodiment of the present invention, which
illustrates a surveillance system 100. The surveillance syslance system in which the individual components of the
tem 100 generally comprises a monitor 200, a camera 300
system are not required to receive power from separate
connected to the monitor 200 by a cable 310, an event
power sources.
recorder 400 connected to the monitor 200 by a cable 410,
and an activation unit 500 connected to the camera 300 by
SUMMARY
40
a cable 510. The monitor 200 can be a standard closed circuit
television (CCTV) monitor for security purposes such as the
To overcome the aforementioned shortcomings and defiExxis monitor Model KM-091Co The camera 300 is a
ciencies, the present invention generally provides an
standard CCTV camera such as the Exxis camera Model
improved surveillance system in which components, including the activation unit, receive power from a common 45 PSC-1. The event monitor is any type of recording device
suitable for recording audio and video signals, for example,
source.
a VCR real time or event recorder, such as the CCTV Source
In one aspect of the present invention, the surveillance
Model UL200 VCR . The activation unit 500 can be any
system comprises a television camera, a television monitor,
standard activation unit for a security system, such as the
an event recorder, a means for delivering surveillance signals from said television camera to said television monitor, 50 Exxis passive infrared motion detector Model KO-800.
Although specific models and examples of the components
a means for delivering surveillance signals from said telefor the surveillance system 100 have been disclosed, it is not
vision camera to said event recorder, an activation unit, a
meant in any way to limit the present invention to the
means for delivering power to said monitor, a means for
specific components. Any components which are capable of
delivering power to said camera from said monitor, a means
performing the same functions as the components in the
for delivering power from said camera to said activation 55
present invention can be incorporated in place of the specific
unit, and a means for delivering a command from said
component makes and models listed herein.
activation unit to said event recorder.
The monitor 200 receives power through a power cable
In yet another aspect, the present invention comprises an
210. A power supply 220 in the monitor 200 converts the
event recorder, a television monitor, a plurality of television
cameras, a plurality of activation units, means for delivering 60 power from the power cable 220 into a form useable by the
camera 300 and the activation unit 500. The camera 300
power to said television monitor, means for delivering
receives the converted power from the power supply 220
power to said plurality of television cameras from said
through the camera cable 310. The activation unit 500
television monitor, means for delivering power to said
receives this converted power from the camera 300 through
plurality of activation units from said plurality of television
cameras, means for delivering surveillance signals from said 65 the activation unit cable 510. The power supply 220 also
converts power from the power cable 210 into a form
plurality of television cameras to said television monitor,
useable by the event recorder 400, and transmits that conmeans for delivering said surveillance signals from said
REMOTE ACTIVATED SUVEILLANCE
SYSTEM
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verted power to the event recorder 400 through recorder
cable 410.
The camera 300 has a video camera 320 and a microphone
330 for generating video and audio signals of an area under
surveillance by the surveillance system 100. These video
and audio signals are sent to the monitor 200 through camera
cable 310. A cathode ray tube (CRT) 260 in the monitor 200
uses the video signals to display the image received by the
video camera 320 in the camera 300 A speaker 270 in the
monitor 200 uses the audio signals to project the noises
received by the microphone 330 in the camera 300.
The activation unit 500 contains a sensor, such as a
passive infrared (PIR) sensor 520, for detecting a condition
for which the surveillance system 100 requires activation.
Although the present embodiment illustrates the use of the
PIR sensor 520, other sensors, such as glass break detectors,
motion detectors, open circuit sensors, closed circuit sensors, or the like, can be used in place thereof. When the PIR
sensor 520 senses a condition for activating the surveillance
system 100, the activation unit 500 sends an activation
signal to the camera 300 through the activation unit cable
510. The camera 300, in tum, sends the activation signal to
the monitor 200 through the camera cable 310. A processor
250 in the monitor 200 receives the activation signal from
camera cable 310. Upon receiving the activation signal, the
processor 250 sends the video signals and audio signals from
the camera 300 to the event recorder 400, and a command
for the event recorder 400 to record the video and audio
signals generated by the camera 300. If the sensor in the
activation unit 500 is a sensor receiving a transient condition, such as the breaking of glass, the processor 250 can
determine a preset time period for which the event recorder
400 is to record the video and audio signals generated by the
camera 300. Although the processor 250 is illustrated herein
as being a part of the monitor 200, the processor 250 can be
a separate component from the monitor 200, or a part of any
other component in the surveillance system 100, such as the
event recorder 400. Also, although FIG. 1 illustrates the
video and audio signals from the camera 300 as passing
through the processor 250 before reaching the event recorder
400 or the CRT 260 and the speaker 270 of the monitor 200,
the video and audio signals could be routed directly to the
event recorder 400 or the CRT 260 and the speaker 270
without requiring those signals to pass through the
processor 250.
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cable 210 for receiving electrical power. A power supply 220
in the monitor 200 converts the power from the power cable
210 into a form useable by the camera/activation unit 600.
The converted power is supplied from the power supply 220
to the camera/activation unit 600 through the camera/activation cable 610. The power supply 220 also converts power
from the power cable 210 into a form useable by the event
recorder 400, and transmits that converted power to the
event recorder 400 through the recorder cable 410.
The camera/activation unit 600 has a video camera 620
and a microphone 630 for generating video and audio
signals of an area under surveillance by the surveillance
system 110. These video and audio signals are sent to the
monitor 200 through the camera/activation cable 610. A
cathode ray tube (CRT) 260 in die monitor 200 uses the
video signals to display the image received by the video
camera 620 in the camera/activation unit 600. A speaker 270
in the monitor 200 uses the audio signals to project the
noises received by the microphone 630 in the camera/
activation unit 600.
The camera/activation unit 600 also contains a sensor,
such as a PIR sensor 630, for detecting a condition for which
the surveillance system 110 requires activation. Although
the present embodiment illustrates the use of a PIR sensor
630, other sensors, such as glass break detectors, motion
detectors, open circuit sensors, closed circuit sensors, or the
like, can be used in place thereof. When the PIR sensor 640
detects a condition for which the surveillance system 110
wishes to record, the camera/activation unit 600 sends an
activation signal through the camera/activation cable 610 to
the processor 250 in the monitor 200. Upon receiving the
activation signal, the processor sends the video and audio
signals from the camera/activation unit 600 to the event
recorder 400, and a command for the event recorder 400 to
record the video and audio signals generated by the camera/
activation unit 600. If the sensor in the camera/activation
unit 600 is a sensor receiving a transient condition, such as
the breaking of glass, the processor 250 can determine a
preset time for which the event recorder is to record the
video and audio signals generated by the camera/activation
unit 600. Although the processor 250 is illustrated herein as
being part of the monitor 200, the processor can be a
separate component from the monitor 200, or a part of any
other component in the surveillance system 110, such as the
event recorder 400. Also, although FIG. 2 illustrates the
video and audio signals from the camera/activation unit 600
as passing through the processor 250 before reaching the
event recorder 400 or the CRT 260 and the speaker 270 of
the monitor 200, the video and audio signals could be routed
directly to the event recorder 400 or the CRT 260 and the
speaker 270 without requiring those signals to pass through
the processor 250.

Although the surveillance system 100 of FIG. 1 is illustrated with only one camera 300, it is possible to have a
plurality of cameras 300 connected to the monitor, with each
camera 300 connected to an activation unit 500. Under
normal operations of the surveillance system 100 having a 50
plurality of cameras 300, the processor 250 sequentially
displays for a short period of time the video and audio
signals from each of the cameras 300. Upon receiving an
As with the surveillance system 100 of FIG. 1, the
activation signal, the processor 250 displays only the video
surveillance system 110 in FIG. 2 can have a plurality of
and audio signals from the camera 300 attached to the 55 camera/activation units 600 connected to the monitor 200.
activation unit 500 sending the activation signal. Also upon
Under normal conditions, the processor 250 sequentially
receiving the activation signal, the processor 250 activates
displays for a short period of time the video and audio
the event recorder 400 to record the video and audio signals
signals from each of the plurality of camera/activation units
generated by the camera 300 and sent to the event recorder
600. Upon receiving an activation signal from a particular
400 by the processor 250.
60 camera/activation unit 600, the processor 250 causes the
video and audio signals of the camera/activation unit 600
Referring now to FIG. 2, there is shown a block diagram
sending the activation signal, to be displayed on the monitor
of an alternate preferred embodiment of the present inven200 continuously. Also upon receiving an activation signal
tion, illustrated as a surveillance system 110. The surveilfrom a particular camera/activation unit 600, the processor
lance system 110 generally comprises the monitor 200, a
camera/activation unit 600 connected to the monitor 200 by 65 250 sends a command through the recorder cable 410 for the
event recorder to record the video and audio signals, which
a cable 610, and the event recorder 400 connected to the
are also sent to the event recorder 400 through the recorder
monitor 200 by the cable 410 The monitor 200 has a power
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such as the light 740, is greater than the power provided to
cable 410 of the camera/activation unit 600 sending the
the activation unit 700 through the activation unit cable 710,
activation signal.
a battery 730 supplies the power to operate the auxiliary unit
Referring now to FIG. 3, there is shown a block diagram
for a predetermined period of the condition to be recorded.
of another alternate preferred embodiment of the present
Although the activation unit 700 has been shown with an
invention, illustrated as a surveillance system 120. The
auxiliary device of the light 740, other auxiliary equipment
surveillance system 120 has the monitor 200, the camera 300
such as sirens, homs, or the like, can be used with the battery
connected to the monitor 200 by the cable 310, an event
730 on the activation unit 700.
recorder 400 connected to the monitor 200 by the recorder
cable 410, and an activation unit 700 connected to the
As with the surveillance system 100 of FIG. 1, it is
camera 300 by an activation unit cable 710. The monitor 200 10 possible for the surveillance system 120 in FIG. 3 to have a
receives power through the power cable 210. A power
plurality of cameras 300 connected to the monitor 200, with
supply 220 in the monitor 200 converts the power from the
each camera 300 connected to an activation unit 700. Under
power cable 210 to a form for use by the camera 300 and the
normal operations of the surveillance system 120 having a
activation unit 700. The camera 300 receives this converted
plurality of cameras 300, the processor 250 would sequenpower from the power supply 220 through the camera cable
tially display for a short period of time the video and audio
15
310. The activation unit 700 receives the power converted
signals from each of the cameras 300. Upon receiving an
by the power supply 200 from the camera 300 through the
activation signal from the activation unit 700, the processor
activation unit cable 710. The activation unit 700 uses the
250 causes the monitor 200 to display only the video and
converted power to trickle charge a battery 730 and to power
audio signals from the camera 300 sending the activation
the PIR sensor 720. The power supply 220 of the monitor
200 also converts the power from the power cable 210 for 20 signal from its associated activation unit 700. Also upon
receiving an activation signal, the processor 250 activates
use by the event recorder 400 and transmits that converted
the event recorder 400 to record the audio and video signals
power to the event recorder 400 through recorder cable 410.
generated by the camera 300 and sent to the event recorder
Similarly to the surveillance system 100 in HG. 1, the
400 by the processor 250.
camera 300 of surveillance system 120 in FIG. 3 has a video
25
It is thus believed that the operation and constmction of
camera 320 and a microphone 330 for generating video and
the present invention will be apparent from the foregoing
audio signals of the area under surveillance by the surveOdescription. While the system shown and described has been
lance system 120. These video and audio signals are sent to
characterized as being preferred, it will be readily apparent
the monitor 200 through cable 310. The monitor 200 tiien
that the various changes and modifications could be made
displays the video images from video camera 320 on the
CTR 260, and projects the noises received by the micro- 30 therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the
present invention as defined in the following claims.
phone 330 over the speaker 270.
What is claimed is:
The activation unit 700 contains a sensor, such as a PIR
1. A surveillance system comprising:
sensor 720, for detecting a condition for which the surveila television camera;
lance system 120 requires activation. Although the present 35
embodiment illustrates the use of a PIR sensor 720, other
a television monitor;
sensors, such as glass break detectors, motion detectors,
an event recorder;
open circuit detectors, closed circuit detectors, or the like,
means for delivering surveillance signals from said telecan be used in place thereof. When the PIR sensor 720
vision camera to said television monitor;
senses a condition for activating the surveillance system 40
means for delivering surveillance signals from said tele120, the activation unit 700 sends an activation signal
vision camera to said event recorder;
through the activation unit cable 710, the camera 300, and
an activation unit;
the camera cable 310 to a processor 250 in the monitor 200.
Upon receiving the activation signal, the processor 250
means for delivering power to said monitor;
sends the video and audio signals from the camera 300 to the
means for delivering power to said camera from said
event recorder 400, and a command for the event recorder to 45
monitor;
record the video and audio signals generated by the camera
means for delivering power from said camera to said
300. If the sensor in the activation unit 700 is a sensor
activation unit;
receiving a transient condition, such as the breaking of glass,
means
for delivering a signal from said activation unit to
the processor 250 can determine a preset time period for
said event recorder; and wherein said activation unit
which the event recorder is to record the video and audio 50
comprises a motion sensor.
signals generated by the camera 300. Although the processor
2. The surveillance system as in claim 1, wherein said
250 is illustrated herein as being part of the monitor 200, the
television camera and said activation unit are combined into
processor 250 can be a separate component from the monitor
a single component.
200, or a part of any other component in the surveillance
3. The surveillance system as in claim 1, wherein said
system 120, such as the event recorder 400. Also, although 55
activation unit further comprises:
FIG. 3 illustrates the video and audio signals from the
camera 300 as passing through the processor 250 before
a battery; and
reaching the event recorder 400 or the CRT 260 and the
means for delivering power from said camera to said
speaker 270 of the monitor 200, the video and audio signals
battery.
60
could be routed direcdy to the event recorder 400 or the CRT
4. The surveillance system as in claim 3, wherein said
260 and the speaker 270 without requiring those signals to
activation unit includes:
pass through the processor 250.
an auxiliary device; and
Upon sensing by the PIR sensor 720 of a condition for
means for providing power from said battery to said
which the surveillance system 120 required to activate, the 65
auxiliary device when said activation unit sends said
activation unit 700 activates an auxiliary device, such as the
signal to said event recorder.
5. A surveillance system comprising:
light 740. Because the power demand of an auxiliary device,
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8
units, each having at least one television camera and one
an event recorder;
activation unit.
a television monitor;
7. The surveillance system as in claim 5, wherein each of
a plurality of television cameras;
said activation units further comprises;
a plurality of activation units;
a battery; and
means for delivering power to said television monitor;
means for delivering power from one of said television
means for delivering power to said plurality of television
cameras to said batteries.
cameras from said television monitor;
8. The surveillance system as in claim 7, wherein each of
said activation units include:
means for delivering power to said plurality of activation
an auxiliary device; and
10
units from said plurality of television cameras;
means for providing power to said auxiliary device when
means for delivering surveillance signals from said plusaid activation unit sends said activation signal to said
rality of television cameras to said television monitor;
one
of said television cameras.
means for delivering said surveillance signals from said
9. A method of powering a surveillance system, comprisplurality of television cameras to said event recorder;
15 ing the steps of:
means for delivering an activation signal from one of said
providing electrical power to a monitor from a power
plurality of activation units to one of said plurality of
source;
television cameras;
providing
electrical power to a camera from said monitor;
processor means for receiving said aeration signal from
providing
electrical power to an activation unit from said
said one of said plurality of television cameras and 20
causing said television monitor to display said surveilcamera; and
lance signals from said one of said television cameras,
providing a motion sensing function in said activation,
and causing said event recorder to record the surveilunit.
lance signals from said one of said television cameras
10. The method according to claim 9, wherein said step of
and wherein said activation units comprise motion 25
providing electrical power to an activation unit includes
sensors.
providing power from said camera to a battery in said
6. The surveillance system as in claim 5, wherein said
activation unit.
plurality of television cameras and said plurality of activation units are components of a plurality of camera/activation
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